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Festival of the Arts
 On Sunday, May 5, St. Cat’s celebrated their 
annual Festival of the Arts. Throughout the school, art 
was everywhere! This year, the cafeteria showcased the 
largest display of student artwork, including work from Art 
Foundations, Photography, and AP students, among others. 
Upon venturing into the library, ceramics were the primary 
form of artwork on display, but one could not look away from 
more photographs, along with miscellaneous sculptures from 
Art Foundations. 
 Along with the gorgeous art, the other draw for the 
Festival of the Arts was the Band/Choir concert. With the help 
of the High School and Middle School Bands, the HS and 
MS Choirs, and the String Orchestra, the audience was able 
to experience jazz, classical music, showtunes, and more, 
all without leaving the comfort of their seats. Personally, my 
favorite number was the HS Choir’s medley of tunes from 
Grease, featuring solos from Jillian Tringali and Trey Polk. 
 Overall, the Festival of the Arts was an enjoyable event 
and a fun way to see the art of many talented students here 
at St. Catherine’s. While art has been displayed around the 
school throughout the year, 
it hasn’t been to this extent. 
I hope everyone that came 
thoroughly enjoyed it and 
are already marking their 
calendars for next year. Also, 
there was a sundae bar, and 
who doesn’t love ice cream? 
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Fun Facts
• There are 180,000 islands in Finland – that’s 

one for about every 30 people in the 
country.

•  The 100 folds in a chef’s toque are said to 
represent 100 ways to cook an egg.

• The first ever ice cream sundae was served 
in Two Rivers, Wisconsin in 1881.

• The coldest temperature ever recorded 
in Wisconsin is -55 degrees Fahrenheit in 
Sawyer County in 1996. (That’s without 
wind chill, folks.)

By: TayloR Galaszewski

Source: https://short-funny.com/fun-facts-2.php

By Joe 
PaiGaPoll

whaT is youR favoRiTe summeR 
sPoRT?

whaT aRe lookinG foRwaRd 
To mosT This summeR?

Softball
Baseball
Beach Volleyball
Golf
Mini Golf
Swimming
Other

78
ResPonses

Movies
IN THEATERS

Quotes

Book List

By TayloR 
Galaszewski

By emma 
scoTT

Kaira Rouda Meg Tilly

Emily LiebertErin Hahn

The 4th of July
Warm Weather
Vacation/Staycation
Fairs/Festivals
Going to the Beach
Upcoming Birthdays
Binging Netflix
Camps and no School

Not being at school
Working
My Birthday
Not going to school

“You can’t make people respond”
“Art doesn’t alter things. It points things out, but it doesn’t alter them. It 
can’t, no matter what a painter wants to do” 
“I think it would be better if nobody owned anything, but they didn’t 
starve, had enough paint and enough pianos and everything else.” 
         - Arthur Boyd

brainyquote.com

Pokémon Detective Pikachu 
(May 10th)
Poms (May 10th)
The Sun Is Also A Star (May 17th)
A Dog’s Journey (May 17th)
Aladdin (May 24th)
Secret Life of Pets 2 (June 7th)

Elizabeth Lim

MS. STONE’S 
Musical 
Scoops 

By saRah 
sTone

Ms. stone’s Musical scoops
By: sarah stone

local:

9 to 5: the Musical will Be showing at the racine theatre 
guild froM May 10 -  May 26

grease will Be showing at the racine theatre guild froM 
July 19 - July 28

auditions for grease will Be held froM May 11 & 12 at 
10 aM. ladies & gentleMen ages 14+ are encouraged to 

audition.

on Broadway:

a prequel to the 1978 filM grease is in the works 
according to the hollywood reporter. the Movie will Be 

titled suMMer loving 

for More inforMation contact rtg at: 262-
633-4218

Carter Wilson

Renee Carlino Abby Jimenez

Andrea Dunlop
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Rating

4.5 out 
of 5 
Stars
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https://www.billboard.com/charts

APP OF THE 
MONTH

Platform: IOS, Android

Game review
By: michael de GuiRe

Armando Gomez helped

This issues game is a board game called “Betrayal At The House On The 
Hill”, which is abbreviated as “BATHONH”. This game is a table top game 
that you play with friends and family. The basic premise is that you are 

supposed to “build” a mansion, and collect items and artifacts to boost 
yourself. Each person has a character and everyone has skills called 

might, sanity, knowledge, and speed. Each one corresponds with different 
actions that take place in the game. And as you explore and “build” the 
mansion different rooms will have different effects and you will draw cards 

based on those effects. You continue doing this until something called 
“The Haunt” happens. The haunt is when an “Omen” card is played and 

when the person who rolls the dice to “stop” The Haunt fails the dice 
roll, The Haunt begins. An example is that 6 Omen cards have been 
played and the person who rolls the dice gets less than 6 points after 

counting up all the dice that are heads up; you roll 6 dice when 
trying to “stop” The Haunt. Based upon the omen card that was 
drawn to start The Haunt and what room it was found in decides 

who the Betrayer is. Follow the objects and for each team, 
Betrayer and Survivors have different objects. Honestly, it’s a 
complicated game until you get the hang of it but it’s a lot 

of fun.

By: deondRe 
leclaiR 

The App of the Month is Mobile 
Legends. It is also another type of moba 
(multi-player online battle arena) that 
in my opinion is better than Heroes 
Evolved because of the fact of how 
the characters are developed, 
the different maps, and how the 
graphics look. The game has six 
different types of heroes: fighter, 
assassin, mage, support, tank, 
and marksman. There are 50+ 
heroes that you can choose 
from and you also have ten 
different emblems that you 
can use to help in battle. The 
emblems that you use can 
be leveled up to 50 (you can 
get emblem fragments and/
or can use battle points and 
magic dust). The way you 
get heroes is by using battle 
points, and they can range 
from 8000-32000. For some 
heroes you can use tickets to 
buy the heroes. The gameplay is 
five on five, where you can choose 
from heroes that you have or that 
are free for that week. There are rank 
games that you can play and it is better 
to play with heroes that you know how to 
play with, rather than ones you don’t. The 
thing about rank is that you have to try to 
be “complete team”, (one of a marksman, 
fighter, support, tank, mage) or your team 
may get mad at you because you didn’t 
pick the right person. In Epic, you have draft 
pick where the bottom two teammates ban 
a hero. Overall it is a game for people who 
like team competition. 

“Mobile Legends”

Life is Strange 2: Episode 3 (May 9th) 
PC PS4 XB1
Rage 2 (May 14th) PC PS4 XB1
Persona Q2: New Cinema Labyrinth 
(June 4th) 3DS

Top 
10
1. Old Town 

Road - Lil Nas X
2. Sunflower - Post Malone and Swae Lee
3. 7 Rings - Ariana Grande
4. Wow. - Post Malone
5. Without Me - Halsey
6. Please Me - Cardi B and Bruno 

Mars
7. Bad Guy - Billie Eilish
8. Sucker - Jonas Brothers
9. Happier - Marshmello and Bastille
10. Middle Child - J. Cole

Age rating: 12 and up
Time per game: between 30 and 
60 min typically
Rating 11/10
Cost: between $20 and $70 
depending on where you buy it 
and if you buy expansion packs.
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Happy 
BiRtHday 

Mandito!!! 
tHe Big 18!! 

FoRM tHe 
gRoup

Happy 
Birthday Spring and Summer People!

By: saRah sTone

Takorra S. 5/2
Steven V. 5/3
Cornelius S. 5/3
Anne H. 5/3
Caleb C. 5/4
Bennett S. 5/4
Jonathon H. 5/6
Nicolas G. 5/6
Viviana  G. 5/6
Roberto A. 5/7
Amyah G. 5/7
Esmeralda V.   5/8
Kathryn C. 5/9
Kara P.  5/9
Isabelle C. 5/10
Dayanara A.  5/10
Elijah V.  5/11
David P. 5/12
Alaina N. 5/13
Leah T.  5/14
Deja G. 5/15
Evelin C. 5/18
Mckenna B. 5/19
Maria R. 5/24
Adamariz A. 5/24
Alijah M. 5/25
Tanyia A. 5/26
Cullen S. 5/27
Carlos P. 5/27
Tony B.  5/29
Cynthia V. 5/31

Fernando M. 5/31
Brenda N. 6/2
Christian P. 6/3
Molly B. 6/4
Grant M. 6/5
Julissa H. 6/6
Kimberly A. 6/8
William S. 6/9
Nathan P.      6/9
Marcelo S. 6/10
Annemarie L. 6/10
Noah H.         6/11
Orlando M. 6/12
Jessica N.      6/12
Gregg M.        6/13 
Maiah C.  6/16
Raphael H.     6/16
Marisol V.  6/21
Jarren H.       6/22
Jacob C.        6/22
Demarcus I.  6/22 
Trevor H.  6/24 
Anthony E.  6/24
Shannon S.  6/25
Anthony P.     6/25 
Luis M.   6/25
Jashawn T.  6/26
Summer D.  6/26
Adam M.  6/27
Alexander P. 6/28
Antonio A. 6/29

WisHing you 
a veRy Happy 
BiRtHday 
#3- FRoM 
uR #1

Have tHe 
Bestest 
BiRtHday  
eveR, Jackie! 
-oWen

Happy 18tH 
B-day 
Julissa 
-FRoM esMe

Happy 15tH 
BiRtHday 
vivi! ~ 
saRiyaH

Happy 
BiRtHday 
Willads Hope 
it’s gReat!

Danielle L. 6/30
Armando G. 7/1
Alyssa W.  7/2
Daniel S. 7/2
Isabella L. 7/2
Jenna P. 7/3
Cara D. 7/3
Jameson C. 7/3
AbigailD. 7/5
Theodore H. 7/5
Armoney L. 7/6
Avery M. 7/8
Nyla T.  7/8
Veronica M. 7/9
Van T.  7/10
Ashley G. 7/12
Christopher S. 7/13
Yarlene G. 7/14
Jonathan R. 7/14
Cam’ary P. 7/14
Thomas S. 7/16
Rachel C. 7/18
Aiden S. 7/18
Mason C. 7/19 
Katherine L. 7/21
Madeline H. 7/21
Daisy R. 7/22
Prisma S. 7/24
Analisa R. 7/24
Jillian T. 7/25
Teirra B. 7/26

TaNayia N. 7/27
Ian R.  7/30
Daniel W. 7/31
Dominic G. 7/31
Jaidah B. 8/3
Thomas S. 8/3
Zachary C. 8/5
Alivia Y. 8/5
Nico B. 8/8
Mekhi S. 8/10
David D. 8/11
Tyrese H. 8/11
Kennedy C. 8/11
Samuel H. 8/13
Emari C. 8/15
Ethan R. 8/16
Frank C. 8/16
Seongheon Y. 8/17
Alani S. 8/17
Jereni A. 8/18
Candace N. 8/18
Willads A. 8/19
Javier B. 8/20
Naturel S. 8/20
Elizabeth T. 8/20
Samantha K. 8/21
Taylor K. 8/21
Ellie R.  8/21
Donovan W. 8/23
Layla V. 8/23
Nan Z. 8/25

Cristofer A. 8/26
Reese K. 8/26
Calvin H. 8/26
Edie R. 8/26
Michael B. 8/26
Cristofer A. 8/26
Reese K. 8/26
Calvin H. 8/26
Edie R. 8/26
Michael B. 8/26
Ethan H. 8/26
Estrella A. 8/27
Gavin G. 8/28
Karen P. 8/31
Zachary C. 8/31

READY PLAYER ONE
By: Ernest Cline 

Rating: 4.5 out of 5 stars
Reading level: 15+
Genre: Science Fiction, Dystopian 
Fiction, Adventure 

 ~ Ridley Pearson

Book Review
By: Abbie Determan

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to live in a world where virtual 
reality would take over society? And what if that virtual reality could be video 
games? Well, if so, then you would like the daring adventures in the dystopian 
book Ready Player One. This book is one of my favorite dystopian books 
because it makes a lot of 80’s references that only people knowledgeable 
of the 80’s would understand. Not only does it have video game references, 
but it also has movie references, such 
as The Shining and The 
Breakfast Club. This book 
is one of my favorites 
to read because it is 
romantic, daring, and 
makes me sit on the 
edge of my seat. 

Being human totally sucks 
most of the times. Video 
Games are the only thing that 
make life bearable.

“ ”~Ready Player One 
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ADVICE COLUMN

Dear Andy, 
  What’s your favorite color and why?

Sincerely, 
Curious Color 

Dear Curious Color,
  My favorite color, since I was 2 
years old, is pink. When I was a baby, 
I was always dressed in pink and 
also learned my birthstone is pink 
at a young age. I quickly became 
fascinated and fell in love with the 
color.

Sincerely, 
 

Dear Andy, 
  There are three of us in a group of 
friends. One ends up being jealous 
when two of the friends hang out / 
talk and the other feels discluded. 
How can we stop the drama?

Sincerely,
No Drama 

Dear No Drama, 
  I know that friend groups with 
three people can be difficult, but 
the best thing you can do is try to 
include everyone equally so no 
feels excluded. Also, if someone 
feels hurt and left out, try to talk it 
out with the entire group to make 
sure that everyone knows that your 
friendship is the most important 
thing. If you want to stop the 
drama, try to get ahead of it and 
know that it is never the intent to 
hurt anyone’s feelings. 

Sincerely,

TODAY IN HISTORY By emily 
winkleR

476 years ago today, astronomer Nicolaus 
Copernicus died at age 70. Copernicus was 
the man behind the Heliocentric Theory, which 
is the idea that the planets revolve around 
the sun.  He lived in Poland and Italy (with Italy 
being where he did his research). Copernicus’ 
theory was published the year of his death.

5/24

There were several local races on the ballot for 
last month’s election, but the race that attracted 
the most attention was the state Supreme Court 
race. The two candidates were Judge Brian 
Hagedorn and Judge Lisa Neubauer. Judge 
Hagedorn, who was appointed by Governor 
Walker to the state Court of Appeals after serving 
as his Chief Legal Counsel, won the race by 
about 6,000 votes. Hagedorn won Neubauer’s 
hometown of Racine, by 5,000 votes, accounting 
for over 80% of his lead. Neubauer conceded on 
April 10, deciding not to call for a recount. Judge 
Hagedorn’s victory will give conservatives a 5-2 
majority on the court.

CURRENT EVENTS:  
APRIL 2 ELECTION RECAP

By emily 
winkleR
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Mrs. A’s
Fav’sSummer

By mRs. saRah aGuila

Summer Favorites

BED FORT WITH SLIDE
So we are done (for now) with the second remodel of my son’s 

room. We upgraded some bunk beds into a bed fort with a slide. 
There are three mattresses so my son can have his cousins camp out. 

My husband made stairs that double as storage shelves. We added 
netting on the top for security. Still to come: a rock wall and possible doors 

to fully enclose the fort up top to be a ball pit at times.

UPHOLSTERED AND PAINTED BENCH
I primed and painted an old bench white and upholstered it with extra 
grey fabric I had from my headboard. We use it at the end of the hall and 
sometimes in our room at the foot of the bed. It looks chic!

GIRL BIRTHDAY PARTY DECORATIONS
My daughter Nina turned one on March 19th. I 
used pink and purple streamers above our bar 
downstairs to hang pictures of her. I also hung the 

streamers behind her high chair. My sister helped 
me finish decorating the high chair and a plate 

to complete the design.

SUMMER BUCKET LIST
There are many things I want to 
try out this summer and having 
a checklist or schedule of sorts 
could give a little purpose to a 
long stretch of time. Instead of 
endless hours of chores and 
chillin’, why not have days 
dedicated to something 
specific? For example, “Make 

It Monday” for 
making projects, 
“Learning 
Tuesday” for 
going to the 
library to check 
out books and 
“Foodie Friday” for 
trying new recipes. 
All of these ideas 
interest me as ways 
to keep the days 
entertaining. I also liked 

other checklists on Pinterest that 
had endless ideas - see the pictures 
for examples.

DIY HENNA
I have been wanting to try 
henna with my students for 
awhile. This recipe seems simple 
enough, and the whole process 
might interest my students, 
as well as the history behind 
Henna. I’m going to try a few 
recipes to see what will be best. 
So I plan on trying this out with 
friends and family this summer 
to practice for an art lesson for 
next year.
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=LFH8uuGhpQ4

KITCHEN REMODEL
We have been planning to remodel our kitchen for awhile. 
Although it may happen slowly over the next year, we are 
gathering ideas and videos to plan our design. We want to 
do a lot of the work ourselves, with the help of my dad. My 

husband wants to do orange accents, so we’d 
like to find an orange glass subway tile. In addition, 
we want to paint the cabinets white, get new 
hardware, add a new vinyl plank floor like the 
one we did in the bathroom, and add some other 
added features like a DIY light made out of glass 
bottles.

https://www.pinterest.com/saguila/
mrs-as-favs/?scrlybrkr=63dff6e6

Spring Recap

nina (my dauGhTeR)  
PhoTo BomBed my PicTuRes 
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FEATURED Ph
oto

gra
phy

FEATUREDArtwork

Sophie W.

Katie L.

Upcoming 
Events

By: emma scoTT 
& mRs. aGuila

Rachel C.

Emily H. Carley G.

Seongheon Yoo

Adam T.
Chewing an apple can help with 
bad breath.2
Tie a small piece of colorful fabric to 
your luggage before travel. This saves 
a lot of time checking to see if it’s yours 
or not.1 

Stop losing hair pins. Store them in 
an old tic tax box or an altoid box.3

By TayloR Galaszewski

Katie L.

tuesday, June 4
• final exams PeRiods 1-3
• dismissal aT 10:40 a.m.
Wednesday, June 5
• final exams PeRiods 4-6
• dismissal aT 10:40 a.m.
tHuRsday, June 6
• final exams PeRiods 7-8
• dismissal aT 9:30
FRiday, June 7
• BaccalauReaTe mass 7 P.m.
sunday, June 9
• GRaduaTion 2 P.m.
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Puzzle

Meme

Rachel Comande*
Michael De Guire
Abbie Determan
Taylor Galaszewski*
Deondre LeClair*
Stephanie Manley
Joe Paiga
Sarah Stone*
Grace Szczerba*
Emma Scott*
Cullen Sheppard
Anna-Christina Starszak*
Emily Winkler

newspaper staff

A
dviser M

rs. A
guila* | Staff Editor M

s. Petzke

* ind
icates Layout The Shield 5/31/19 Issue 8

Have a great 
summer 
Shield staff!
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Comic strip 
dRawinG By: Joe PaiGa

idea By: Joe PaiGa and cullen shePPaRd

insPiRaTion By: sPonGeBoB squaRePanTs
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Creative 
Writing Corner

Creativity 
Something I strongly believe in is creativity. The 
dictionary definition of creativity or creativeness 
is a way of living life that embraces originality 
and makes unique connections between 
seemingly desperate ideas. My definition of 
creativity is a gateway of me being free and 
letting out a plethora of feelings, thoughts and 
ideals. Creativity is my life, as exaggerated as 
that sounds, it is one of the only things that really 
keep me sane. Unlike people that sometimes let 
me down, creativity has been my light in a dark 
time, my support system when I’m alone and 
my family when my blood didn’t understand. I 
love that God has blessed me with the ability to 
affect others through my words and my art.

Dark Times
Creativity is also my serenity in times like at 
night when I cannot sleep due to overthinking 
and insomnia. I write almost every night to help 
release a breath I don’t know I’m holding and 
prevent anxiety attacks. Creativity is honestly 
my entire strength. I have post traumatic stress 
disorder with mild to severe depression, anger 
and anxiety. I’m proud of myself for being able 
to actually speak about it. I’ve heard, seen and 
even gotten told things from shots being fired 
to ‘ I should’ve never been born’. Without my 
notebook, I don’t think I would’ve been here 
today.

Family
 Family has helped tremendously when it 
comes to my creativity. They’ve given me so 
much faith that I can go far with my writing. 
My mom has always said things like ‘wow, that 
was deep’ or ‘you made me think just by your 
words’. Her, my dad and my brothers have 
also honestly been my biggest inspirations 
for anything and everything I do involving 
creativity. My biggest and best critique is my 
mom. She’s been with my dad in the music 
type business and has helped me use better 
vocabulary. She has showed me words can 
mean the same thing but sometimes certain 
ones have stronger impacts. When it comes to 
my drawing and writing, she says tough love is 
the best love and I agree with her 100 percent. 
Yes, I do have my moments where I get mad 
about things she says, but I wouldn’t want to 
trade her words and help for anything.

Support System 
While some people have friends and family to 
help and support them 24/7, I have my pencil 
and my trusty notebooks. When I felt I should be 
mute and had no one to ever go to, I literally 
only trusted my notebook. Sometimes I can sit 
and write for hours without knowing what I’m 
particularly writing about. I’ve written of love and 
patience and even things like what I did during 
my day. My mental, physical and emotional 
health has been so much better since I’ve 
discovered my creativity, love for writing and how 
color can be brought to my dark world through 
my drawings. Creativity has given me second 
chances. A second chance to happiness, a 
second chance to the top of the world and 
honestly, a second chance to life. So many nights 
of thinking of doing things nobody wants me to 
do but a notebook or even a simple piece of 
paper has always saved me.

Life
Like I’ve stated before, my creativity is my life. 
Without it and my imagination, I wouldn’t have 
discovered the power I have to move others. 
I’ve made even my father, who never really has 
showed emotions like sadness, cry just from a 
poem I wrote for him when he caused me pain. 
I have the power to make others laugh from my 
humor poems and drawing, cry and understand 
from my love and pain poems and respect me 
because they know the words I speak, wrote or 
thought of as I drew will affect probably a whole 
nation one day. My mom has said even since 
I was little I’ve had a way with my words and 
now that I’m way more outspoken and will be 
blunt and honest I could go some many places 
if I keep doing what I do. I love that God has 
blessed me with such creativity and power and 
I’m going to do my job and make him proud by 
having others hear me and even helping others 
be heard.

By: Sanaya Douglas
The Shield 5/31/19 Issue 10
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Comic By: Joe PaiGa
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to the

Senior Class

Se
nio

r C
las

sFROM 9TH-11TH GRADERS

to the

Shield Seniors

Rachel,
You have been such a blessing since 
day one on the newspaper staff five 
years ago. I love how you got involved in 
layout; it just keeps improving. Thanks for 
your support and hard work all these year. 
You will be greatly missed Rachel. ~Mrs. A

Stephanie Manley

Rachel coMande

SaM de GuiRe

tayloR GalaSzewSki

Sam D,
I have really enjoyed your special 
features and other pieces over the years. 
You are so talented, and I’ll miss you. 
~Mrs. A

Taylor,
What an honor it has been to have you 
on staff. You have taken on so much 
without even being asked. Your help with 
layout has been extraordinary. You are 
legendary! I will miss you so much Taylor. 
~Mrs. A

Stephanie AKA “Andy the Angel”,
You have contributed some wonderful 
ideas and work throughout the years. No 
one can take your place, but they can 
try. Thanks for everything and God bless 
you in the future! ~Mrs. A

Sam DeGuire ~ Abigail Determan
OG muscle man Quinn Cafferty ~ Eric Zaldivar
Sam DeGuire ~ Christian Klein
Shout out to the best seniors at St. Cats, Jenna P and 
Adam May, gonna miss you next year! ~ Leah Topp
My favorite senior is Sam De Guire, she is an amazing 
sister but also a great best friend. ~ Summer DeGuire
Adam May~ Logan Marino
Luke Letsch ~ Cara Delao
Dj Carter ~ Carviniq Turner
Shout out to AZ !!!! The best brother and friend and 
SENIOR BASKETBALL PLAYER !!!!! ~ Gia Robbins
Shout out to Tia , you did it girl!!!!!!! ~ Gia Robbins
Shoutout to my Older Brother Austin Ward ~ Jacob 
Ward
Shout out to my favorite senior Izzy Cartagena, the 
family is going to miss you when your gone :( ~ Caitlin 
Cartagena
Abby Reinhold Because she has the sweetest soul. ~ 
Nikola Simic
Samantha De Guire~ Ashanti Marrero
Taylor G because she has been always nice and 
cared about me ~ Deondre LeClair
Shoutout to Grant The Man (plays golf) ~ Jacob 
Tarwid
Clare Veranth, you’re the best. Thanks for all the 
memories and everything this year! Always wishing 
you the best, love you sis <3 -Angeline Nehmer
Dj the best senior no cap~ Nyla Teague
Noah Rogers- best lefty in the nation! Good luck next 
year. ~Jamani Stanley
Taylor Galaszewki -never gonna forgot State fair 
because of you ~Teddy Hoffman
Taylor Galaszewki - Great music taste, and freestyle 
stroke. Good luck. ~ Gabriella Beyer
Jenna Perez- I love you so much and I’ll miss you the 
most ~Megan Topp
Congrats Alex Rodriguez !! You did it! ~ Jazmin Muro
Gavin Moriarity - Your the best best friend a girl could 
wish for...don’t forget about me ! Love you sooooo 
much ~ Khalilah Hunter
Thank you all for providing the lower classmen with 
leadership and community! ~ Mckenna Barbee
Nathaniel Weiglein - Keep it real. Good luck with 
college. ~Jesus Gonzales
Dj carter - your a great friend and roll model and I 
wish you the best of luck in life. ~Allison Koontz


